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NORTH VALLEY DISTRICT 

2010 FIRST AID MEET

Automobile Accident Scenario 
 

Scenario:  Your patrol is selling popcorn in the neighborhood, when you hear tires 
screech and a crash.  Upon investigating, your patrol finds a car struck a parked car at 
the intersection of Star Drive and Life Lane.   A passer-by states that he pulled the 
driver out of the car and points to where he is.  The driver of the vehicle is laying about 
10 feet from the car in the grass.  The driver tells you that he is 42 years old and 
swerved to miss a dog and struck the parked car at about 30 MPH.  The driver is 
complaining of right leg pain and head pain.  Your patrol observes a deformed lower 
right leg (indicating a break) and a 2” laceration above the left eye that is bleeding.  .  
There are obvious signs that the driver struck his head on the windshield.  There is no 
glass in the wound.  The by-stander leaves and does not tell anyone where he is going. 
 
 

ACTION TAKEN POSSIBLE 
POINTS 

POINTS 
EARNED 

APPROACHING THE SCENE 15 Max pts  
  1.  Scouts ask if the scene is safe 5  
2. Scout (a) tells the victim who they are and  
                (b) asks if the victim wants help  
     (2 points if they do just 1) 

5  

3. Scouts say they have medical gloves on or do have them  
      on. 

5  

GOING FOR HELP 5 Max pts  
1. Patrol sends two Scouts to call for help  
     (if only 1 scout goes, then 2 points) 

5  

CALLING FOR HELP 25 Max pts  
   1.  The Scout tells what happened   

a. 42 year old male involved in a automobile accident 5  
b. Male has a laceration above eye (head) 5  

          c.  Male has a broken lower right leg 5  

    2. The Scout explains what is being done to the victim 5  
    3.   The scout gives the location as Star Drive & Life Lane 5  
STABILIZE VICTIM 20 Max pts  

1. Patrol stabilizes the head by holding the head in the   
     position found and not allowing the patient to move it. 

20  



 2 

LACERATION TREATMENT PROCEDURE 15 Max pts  
 1.   With a clean cloth or dressing apply direct pressure. 10  
2. Bandage the wound using gauze wrap or triangular  
      bandage. 

5  

TREATMENT FOR BROKEN LEG 35 Max pts  

1. Splint in position found. 5  
2. Splints reach from the middle of the thigh to past the  

heel. 
5  

    3.  One splint on each side of the right leg. 5  
3. Splints firmly secured using gauze rolls or triangular  
      bandages. 

5  

    4.   Padding used to fill in voids, if necessary 5  
    5.   Pulse or capillary refill is checked after splinting. 5  

6. Person is asked to wiggle the toes or asked if they can  
      feel the person touching their toes. 

5  

TREATMENT FOR SHOCK 5 Max pts  
1.   Keep the victim warm by covering with a blanket. 5  

OTHER 5 Max pts  
    1.   Patrol does not move patient at all, including legs, etc.   5  
   

TOTAL POINTS 125  
 
 
 

JUDGE’S NAME (PRINT):  ________________________ 
 

JUDGE’S SIGNATURE:  __________________________ 
 

JUDGE’S AFFILIATION: __________________________ 
 


